Investigation of the potential of biocalorimetry as a process analytical technology (PAT) tool for monitoring and control of Crabtree-negative yeast cultures.
Biological reaction calorimetry, also known as biocalorimetry, has led to extensive applications in monitoring and control of different bioprocesses. A simple real-time estimator for biomass and growth rate was formulated, based on in-line measured metabolic heat flow values. The performance of the estimator was tested in a unique bench-scale calorimeter (BioRC1), improved to a sensitivity range of 8 mW l(-1) in order to facilitate the monitoring of even weakly exothermic biochemical reactions. A proportional-integral feedback control strategy based on these estimators was designed and implemented to control the growth rate of Candida utilis, Kluyveromyces marxianus and Pichia pastoris by regulating an exponential substrate feed. Maintaining a particular specific growth rate throughout a culture is essential for reproducible product quality in industrial bioprocesses and therefore a key sequence for the step from quality by analysis to quality by design. The potential of biocalorimetry as a reliable biomass monitoring tool and as a key part of a robust control strategy for aerobic fed-batch cultures of Crabtree-negative yeast cells in defined growth medium was investigated. Presenting controller errors of less than 4% in the best cases, the approach paves the way for the development of a generally applicable process analytical technology platform for monitoring and control of microbial fed-batch cultures.